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AERO NOOK

Aero NOOK is a compact workplace for those mobile
employees who land in the office to focus on episodic
tasks but who doesn’t require a permanent desk of
their own. It offers more privacy than traditional
work-bench-type solutions commonly used for such
occasions. Nook is a 3-in-1 solution including a screen
above eye-level to increase privacy and reduce
acoustics, a desk measured for laptop work and a
seat comfortable enough to stay for the whole day.
Designed for open-plan offices, the Nooks can be
installed as separate islets or as rows.

FRAME
Solid wood; plywood and metal frame
SEAT & BACKREST
Durable and fireproof HR-foam;fixed seat and back
cushions
LEGS
Powder-coated metal legs; anti-slip soles
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The cover fabric is not removable
TABLE
Material: innovative Valchromat mdf, high-pressure
laminate
PLUG-IN OPTION
1 GPO, 2 USB. Wireless charging

Dimensions: width 1220mm, depth 800mm, height
1300mm.
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Aero NOOK is a compact workplace for those mobile employees who land in the office to focus on episodic tasks but who
doesn’t require a permanent desk of their own. It offers more privacy than traditional work-bench-type solutions
commonly used for such occasions. Nook is a 3-in-1 solution including a screen above eye-level to increase privacy and
reduce acoustics, a desk measured for laptop work and a seat comfortable enough to stay for the whole day. Designed
for open-plan offices, the Nooks can be installed as separate islets or as rows.

FRAME
Solid wood; plywood and metal frame
SEAT & BACKREST
Durable and fireproof HR-foam;fixed seat and back cushions
LEGS
Powder-coated metal legs; anti-slip soles
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The cover fabric is not removable
TABLE
Material: innovative Valchromat mdf, high-pressure laminate
PLUG-IN OPTION
1 GPO, 2 USB. Wireless charging

Dimensions: width 1220mm, depth 800mm, height 1300mm.

BRAND

HFC Design Lab
At the heart of our offerings lies the fusion of luxury and accessibility through our 'HFC Design Lab.' This specialized line
showcases a curated selection of meticulously crafted furniture pieces, embodying the quintessential Italian style while
being accessible to a broader audience. Driven by a passion for design excellence, each item within our HFC Design Lab
collection is a testament to our commitment to quality, durability, and aesthetic finesse. Whether you seek the opulence
of our high-end Italian furniture or the contemporary allure of our HFC Design Lab range, every piece is crafted with
precision, reflecting unparalleled artistry and innovation. With a dedication to elevating commercial spaces worldwide, we
invite you to explore our diverse catalogue, where luxury meets affordability without compromise. Experience the
essence of Italian-inspired design with HFC, where every piece tells a story of timeless sophistication and impeccable
craftsmanship
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